Advice

- Read the text before answering the questions in Section A of the question paper.
Read the text below and answer Questions 1–4 on the question paper.

In this extract the narrator has just murdered two people in a fourth-floor flat with an axe. He is almost disturbed by a group of men and is now trying to make his escape down the stairs.

**Crime and Punishment: Fyodor Dostoyevsky**

But at that very instant several men, speaking loud and fast, began tramping up the stairs. There were three or four of them. He recognised the young lad’s booming voice. ‘It’s them!’

In total despair he made straight for them: ‘What will be, will be! I’m ruined if they stop me, ruined if they let me pass: they’ll remember.’ They were about to meet; just one flight of stairs between them – when suddenly, salvation! A few steps away from him, to the right, an apartment stood empty and open, that same second-floor apartment which the workmen had been painting and which, as if on purpose, they’d now vacated. So that was them running out just now with such a hue and cry. The floors had just been painted; in the middle of the room stood a vat and a pot with paint and a brush. He darted through the open door in a flash and hid on the other side of the wall, in the very nick of time: they were already on the landing. Then they turned to carry on up to the fourth floor, talking loudly. He waited for them to go past, walked out on tiptoe and ran off down.

No one on the stairs! Or at the gates. He passed quickly under the arch and turned left down the street.

He knew full well that they were already in the apartment, right now, that they were astonished to find it open when it had just been closed, that they were already looking at the bodies, and that it would take no more than a minute for them to work out beyond any shadow of a doubt that the murderer had been there just moments before and had managed to hide somewhere, slip past them, run off; and they might also work out that he’d been waiting in the empty apartment as they climbed up. Still, for the life of him he dared not quicken his stride more than a little, even though it was another hundred paces or so to the next turning. ‘Perhaps I should duck under one of these arches and wait it out in some stairwell? No, no good! Or chuck away the axe somewhere? Or hail a cab? No good! No good!’

At last, the lane. He turned into it more dead than alive. He was already halfway to safety and he understood this: there’d be less reason for suspicion, not to mention a bustling crowd in which to lose himself like a grain of sand. But all these agonies had left him so feeble he could barely move. Sweat was dripping off him; his neck was all wet. ‘Drunk as a lord!’ someone yelled out to him when he came out by the Ditch.*

He was in a state of near-oblivion**, and it was only getting worse. But he did remember how frightened he was when he came out by the Ditch and saw how few people there were and how conspicuous he was, and he almost turned back into the lane. But even though he could barely stay on his feet, he still made a detour and returned home from a completely different direction.

He still hadn’t recovered his wits when he passed through the gates to his building; at any rate, he was already on the stairs by the time he remembered the axe. Yet the task facing him was of the utmost importance: to put it back, and as discreetly as possible. Of course, he was in no fit state by now to realise that he might have been better off not returning the axe to its former place at all, but …
*Ditch* – a local word for the canal

near-oblivion** – being almost unaware or unconscious of what is happening around you
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Instructions

- Use black ink or ball-point pen.
- Fill in the boxes at the top of this page with your name, centre number and candidate number.
- Answer all questions in Section A and ONE in Section B.
- You should spend about 1 hour on Section A.
- You should spend about 45 minutes on Section B.
- Answer the questions in the spaces provided – there may be more space than you need.

Information

- The total mark for this paper is 64.
- The marks for each question are shown in brackets – use this as a guide as to how much time to spend on each question.
- Questions labelled with an asterisk (*) are ones where the quality of your written communication will be assessed – you should take particular care on these questions with your spelling, punctuation and grammar, as well as the clarity of expression.

Advice

- Read each question carefully before you start to answer it.
- Check your answers if you have time at the end.
SECTION A: Reading
Read the text in the Reading Text Insert provided and answer ALL questions.
You should spend about 1 hour on this section.
Write your answers in the spaces provided.

1 From lines 1-3, identify a word or phrase that explains how many men are coming up the stairs.

..........................................................................................................................
..........................................................................................................................
(Total for Question 1 = 1 mark)

2 From lines 4-14, give two ways in which the speed of events is shown.
You may use your own words or quotations from the text.

1 ..........................................................................................................................
..........................................................................................................................

2 ..........................................................................................................................
..........................................................................................................................
(Total for Question 2 = 2 marks)
3  In lines 15-26, how does the writer use language and structure to build tension?

Support your views with reference to the text.

(Total for Question 3 = 6 marks)
In this extract, there is an attempt to show the narrator’s changing thoughts and feelings.

Evaluate how successfully this is achieved.

Support your views with detailed reference to the text.
SECTION B: Imaginative Writing

Answer ONE question. You should spend about 45 minutes on this section.
Write your answer in the space provided.

EITHER

*5 Write about a time when you, or someone you know, did something that they should not have done.
Your response could be real or imagined.
*Your response will be marked for the accurate and appropriate use of vocabulary, spelling, punctuation and grammar.

(Total for Question 5 = 40 marks)

OR

*6 Look at the images provided.
Write about a secret.
Your response could be real or imagined. You may wish to base your response on one of the images.
*Your response will be marked for the accurate and appropriate use of vocabulary, spelling, punctuation and grammar.

(Total for Question 6 = 40 marks)

BEGIN YOUR ANSWER ON PAGE 10.
Indicate which question you are answering by marking a cross in the box ☑️. If you change your mind, put a line through the box ☒️ and then indicate your new question with a cross ☑️.

Chosen question number:  Question 5 ☐  Question 6 ☑️

Write your answer to Section B here:

__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________